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Abstract: A new temperature performance record of 199.5 K for terahertz
quantum cascade lasers is achieved by optimizing the lasing transition oscil-
lator strength of the resonant phonon based three-well design. The optimum
oscillator strength of 0.58 was found to be larger than that of the previous
record (0.41) by Kumar et al. [Appl. Phys. Lett. 94, 131105 (2009)]. The
choice of tunneling barrier thicknesses was determined with a simplified
density matrix model, which converged towards higher tunneling coupling
strengths than previously explored and nearly perfect alignment of the states
across the injection and extraction barriers at the design electric field. At
8 K, the device showed a threshold current density of 1 kA/cm2, with a
peak output power of ! 38 mW, and lasing frequency blue-shifting from
2.6 THz to 2.85 THz with increasing bias. The wavelength blue-shifted to
3.22 THz closer to the maximum operating temperature of 199.5 K, which
corresponds to ! 1.28 h!/"B. The voltage dependence of laser frequency is
related to the Stark effect of two intersubband transitions and is compared
with the simulated gain spectra obtained by a Monte Carlo approach.
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1. Introduction

Nearly a decade after the first demonstration of terahertz quantum cascade lasers (THz QCL)
[1], the quest for room temperature operation continues, through designing new lasing schemes
with higher gain [2–10], and lowering the waveguide loss [11–13]. So far among all exist-
ing designs, the three-well resonant phonon based THz QCLs, originally proposed by Luo et
al. [3], have demonstrated the best temperature performance [5,14]. Several theoretical models
have been employed to understand the details of charge transport and optical gain within THz
QCLs, based on various approaches such as density matrix (DM) [15–17], non-equilibrium
Green function [18, 19], and Monte Carlo (MC) techniques [20–22]. With a simplified DM
model it has been found that the population inversion (!") of three well resonant phonon based
active regions is lowered by parasitic injection and extraction tunneling channels [16, 17]. Ku-
mar et al. proposed to make the lasing transition more diagonal in order to increase the upper
lasing state lifetime and reduce the strength of undesired tunneling couplings, which leads to
an improved population inversion at high temperatures. This strategy brought the maximum
operating temperature Tmax to 186 K at 3.9 THz [5]. However, the gain of THz QCL depends
on the product of population inversion and oscillator strength f (gisb # f .!"), and hence low
oscillator strength is expected to reduce the gain. The temperature dependence of population
inversion, spectral bandwidth and gain for several degrees of diagonality and laser frequencies
has been studied in Ref. [23], through a MC approach. For frequencies above " 3.5 THz, it
was found that the diagonality of the lasing transition is beneficial between 150-200 K. Below
" 3.5 THz, the diagonality marginally improves population inversion at high temperatures and
hence does not compensate for lowering of the oscillator strength.
This work reports experimental results on optimizing the diagonality of THz QCLs designed

at"3.6 THz, and presents a device that lases up to 199.5 K, by increasing the oscillator strength
to 0.58. Even though the optimization process was assisted by the DM model, which considers
transport and gain as coherent processes with dephasing mechanisms, the voltage dependence
of the laser frequency could be better described by a semi-classical MC approach. This paper
is organized as follows. In the next section we describe the optimization process and the design
with the best temperature performance. In Section 3 experimental results of the optimized de-
sign with Tmax of 199.5 K are presented. In Section 4 the electric field dependence of the laser
spectra is discussed using a simple oscillator strength model and is further illustrated by MC
simulations. We summarize our results in the last section.
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Fig. 1. a) Conduction band diagram of the designed THz QCL with ful = 0.475, in isolated-
well picture at 12.2 kV/cm, b) Contour plot of gain spectra (unit of cm!1) for different
electric fields at a lattice temperature of 10 K. The line with crosses represents the en-
ergy difference between upper (g) and lower (l) lasing states as a function of electric field.
Doping level is 3"1010 cm!2.

2. Optimization of THz QCL by a density matrix model

The design process started by finding the lasing double wells with intersubband resonance at
15 meV, using GaAs/Al0.15Ga0.85As material system. Five different oscillator strengths within
the lasing double-well, ful # 0.25,0.30,0.35,0.41 and 0.47 at a design electric field of around
12 kV/cm, were selected [24]. Initially we assumed the lasing double-well (with l: the lower
and u: the upper lasing states) is isolated from the upstream and downstream phonon wells.
Each of the two phonon wells, shown in Fig. 1a, contains one injector (g) and one extractor
(e) state. The injection and extraction barrier thicknesses play important roles in populating
and depopulating the lasing levels [25, 26], as well as in defining the linewidth and amplitude
of the gain [17]. The optimization of the barrier thicknesses for each oscillator strength were
performed using a simplified DM approach [17]. Despite its rather simple and fast computation
process, the DM model provides essential design guidelines that include all the tunneling cou-
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plings and several scattering mechanisms. The tunneling coupling strengths between the four
states are calculated using a tight-binding approach. The temperature, at which the gain coef-
ficient of gisb ! 35 cm"1 was maintained, was targeted to be maximized, without constraining
the threshold current density. For each of the designs, several phonon well thicknesses were
considered during the optimization process. This exercise converged towards rather thin in-
jection and extraction barriers, and we found the pairs of states across these barriers (g-u for
injection and l-e for extraction) are aligned at about the same electric field. The convergence of
the model towards thinner barriers is mostly driven by the maximization of population inver-
sion, but is constrained by the gain broadening that is induced by the tunneling couplings and
the parasitic leakages (the wrong injection: g#l and the wrong extraction: u#e channels).

Figure 1a depicts the isolated-well picture of the design with ful = 0.475, the lasing double-
well being isolated from upstream (injection) and downstream (extraction) phonon wells (this
structure will be discussed for the rest of the paper). In this picture, at the design electric field
of 12.2 kV/cm, the energy difference between the lasing states reads Eul = 15.1 meV, with
the injector and extraction coupling of  h!gu = 1.38 meV and  h!le = 2.47 meV, respectively.
The upper lasing state lifetime, set by LO phonon emission, is "ul = 0.45 ps at kinetic energy
ELO "Eul. Figure 1b shows the DM calculation results of the gain spectra of the same design at
different electric fields for a lattice temperature of 10 K [27]. The DM model predicts that the
energy position of the gain peak is slightly higher than the energy difference between the upper
and lower lasing states (Eul), below the design electric field. Figure 1b shows three separate
peaks in the simulated contour plot, as opposed to a single peak gain in the structure discussed
in the Ref. [17]. This is believed to be due to the large coupling strength for the designed
structure in the present work, which results in large frequency shift of the doublet transitions
with respect of the bare transition Eu # El (see Fig. 8 of Ref. [17]).

The DM calculations did not convincingly reveal an optimum point for the oscillator strength,
similar to MC optimization results in Ref. [23]. With this DM model, it has been found that,
with optimized barrier thicknesses and a threshold gain of 30 cm"1, Tmax of $ 170 K could
be achieved for all the designs [28]; hence it is necessary to search for the optimum point
experimentally. The five designs were grown separately on semi-insulating GaAs substrates
by molecular beam epitaxy with a 10 µm thick active region and a sheet electron density of
3%1010 cm"2 per period using a 3D Si-doping within the middle 5 nm of the phonon well.
The active region was sandwiched between 100 nm of 5%1018 cm"3 bottom n+ GaAs and
a top stack of 50 nm of 5%1018 cm"3 and 10 nm of low temperature grown 5%1019 cm"3

n+ GaAs layers. Special emphasis was put on minimizing the drift of fluxes for Ga and Al
during this long growth process. The X-ray diffraction rocking curve could be perfectly fitted
with nominal parameters, with no extra broadening of satellites peaks, confirming the excellent
stability of the growth rates (better than 0.5%) throughout the active region. The wafers were
then processed into THz QCL structures with Au double metal waveguides. All devices have
the following dimensions: $ 144 µm wide ridges with $ 130 µm wide top Ti/Au metallization
forming a Schottky contact, and $ 1 mm long Fabry-Perot resonator. An In-Au wafer bonding
technique was used [11, 13] and the ridges were fabricated by reactive-ion etching. All five
devices lased above 160 K, with the highest Tmax of 180 K observed from the device with
ful = 0.475. A module of this design consists of three wells and three barriers with the layer
thicknesses of 43/89/24.6/81.5/41/160 Å starting from the injector barrier - the barriers are
indicated in bold font.

Figure 2 shows the conduction band diagram and the square of extended wavefunctions of
the design with ful = 0.475, with large overlap of mixed states 1 with 2 and states 3 with 4.
This structure at 12.2 kV/cm results in a total oscillator strength between the lasing states
of f13 + f23 = 0.582, compared to ful = 0.475 calculated from the isolated-well picture. At this
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Fig. 2. Conduction band diagram and squared moduli of wavefunctions of the optimized
ful = 0.475 THz QCL at the design electric field of 12.2 kV/cm. It consists of three wells
and three barriers with the layer thicknesses of 43/89/24.6/81.5/41/160 Å starting from
injector barrier - the barriers are indicated in bold fonts.

electric field, the 1!4 and 2!4 transitions contribute marginally to the total oscillator strength.
The increase of calculated oscillator strength with the extended wavefunctions as opposed to the
isolated-well picture suggests non-negligible electron-light coupling between the upper lasing
state, u, and the extraction state, e. Since there is a large population inversion between these
two states, the transition u!e is expected to contribute positively to the gain. This particular
DM model uses a basis of states from isolated lasing and phonon wells, meaning that the states
u and e belong to two different Hamiltonians and are not orthogonal to each other. Therefore,
in its present form, this DM model fails to accommodate dipole moments other than zul, and
further work is required to include interwell electron-light scattering.

The design with ful = 0.475 has very similar double and phonon wells, as the device reported
by Belkin et al. in Ref. [14]: 51/90/24/81/46/163 Å, which lased up to 174 K. The two struc-
tures mainly differ by thicker injection/extraction barriers in Belkin’s design that lead to smaller
injection ( h!inj = 0.91 meV) and extraction ( h!ext = 1.89 meV) couplings. For Belkin’s struc-
ture, the states g and u are aligned at 11.8 kV/cm on the injection side, and the states l and e
are aligned at 11.1 kV/cm on the extraction side. At the field of maximum gain, states 1 and 2
are perfectly mixed, whereas states 3 and 4 are localized in the double well and phonon well,
respectively, reducing their overlap and hence the depopulation rate as compared to our design.
Comparing the two structures using MC simulation reveals that the net scattering rate from
level 3 to 4 is 6 % higher in our design. The increased injection anticrossing in our structure
leads to reduced backscattering 2!1 and, therefore, higher net scattering from 1 to 2 by 8 %.
The larger anticrossing facilitates a larger occupation of level 2 and a less occupied level 1 due
to the quasi-Fermi distribution of electrons in the lowest states of the injector well. This is also
confirmed by self-consistent MC simulations. Consequently in our design level 2 populates
more heavily, while it has also the highest oscillator strength with level 3, at the electric field of
maximum gain. On the other hand, the anticrossing between levels g and e, around 8-9 kV/cm,
is higher in our structure (0.97 meV) than that in Belkin’s (0.56 meV), which should result in a
higher threshold current density in our device [5, 28].
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Fig. 3. Collected THz light (optical output power) versus current density at different heat
sink temperatures, for the THz QCL with ful = 0.475. For comparison, the thicker and
thinner lines are the LI curves of the Cu-Cu (lased up to 199.5 K, 170!1800 µm2 in
dimension) and Au-Au (lased up to 180 K, 144!1000 µm2 in dimension) devices, respec-
tively. Since the two devices are not measured in the same optical setup, the waveguide loss
difference can not be estimated from the external differential efficiencies. The curves with
a horizontal left arrow are the voltage-current density characteristics of the Cu-Cu based
laser without (w/o) the top n+ layer at 8 K and of the Au-Au-based laser with (w/) this
layer at 9 K and 180 K. The insets show the spectra of the Cu-Cu based lasing device, at 8
K and 199.5 K, and the threshold current density versus temperature for two devices.

3. Experimental results

Additional improvement of the Tmax for the optimized design requires further lowering the
waveguide loss and improving heat dissipation. Hence a Cu-Cu based process with lower
waveguide loss and better heat dissipation was employed. Moreover, the 100 nm thick top n+
contact layer was removed for further lowering the waveguide loss, similar to the device with
Tmax = 186 K reported in [5]. A Cu-Cu based double metal waveguide for the THz QCLs was
fabricated, using Cu-Cu wafer bonding and standard photolithography. A bottom and top metal
stacks of Ta/Cu (10/600 nm) and Ta/Cu/Ti/Au (10/300/20/150 nm) were used, respectively, for
the contacts. Wet etching was performed (H3PO4/H2O2/H2 : 3/1/25) to etch through the en-
tire thickness of the 10 µm thick active region. The ridge waveguide of fabricated THz QCLs
is " 170 µm wide. The substrate of the samples was thinned down to " 150 µm [29] and then
cleaved into laser bars with a 1.8 mm long Fabry-Perot resonator. The laser bars were then
gold plated on the back side, indium soldered (epilayer side up) on a copper package and then
mounted in a closed-cycle cryostat for measurements.
Figure 3 shows pulsed light-current-voltage (LIV) characteristics of the fabricated device

from 8 K to 199.5 K, with a pulse duration of 300 ns and repetition rate of 300 Hz (a duty cycle
of " 10#4). The device showed a Tmax of 199.5 K, while a peak output power of more than 6
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mW could still be collected at 186 K - the previous Tmax record for THz QCLs. Higher duty
cycle pulse would result in elevated active region temperature and hence reduces the measured
Tmax [30]. A 2D waveguide loss calculation based on the isotropic Drude model for the laser
active region was performed for both Au-Au and Cu-Cu device structures at 180 K and 200 K,
respectively, using COMSOL [13]. The calculations predicted a waveguide loss reduction of 4.6
cm!1 (from 24 to 19.4 cm!1) by employing the Cu-Cu waveguide and removing the top contact
n+, and hence explains the 19 K improvement in the Tmax. This is fairly consistent with previous
observations on several four-well resonant phonon QCLs at similar frequency [31]. Similarly,
the MC simulations (at 12.8 kV/cm) showed a degradation of " 5.2 cm!1 on the gain at 3.22
THz, when temperature increased from 180 K to 199.5 K; this is in good agreement with the
estimated change of cavity loss (" 5.6 cm!1: 4.6 cm!1 from the waveguide loss and 1 cm!1

from the mirror loss). For a fair comparison, one cannot exclude the effect of process variation
(for instance the ridge etching process) between the Au-Au device (fabricated at NRC) and Cu-
Cu device (fabricated at MIT), on the improvement of Tmax. At low temperatures (below 120
K), both waveguides show very similar threshold current densities but a discrepancy appears
above 120 K (see inset of Fig. 3), suggesting that the waveguide loss increases faster with
temperature for the Au-Au device. Furthermore, a Au-Au based device (" 170 µm wide and
1.98 mm long) without the top n+ layer was fabricated and a Tmax of 195 K was recorded
[32, 33].

Population inversion starts slightly above the bias of resonance between the levels g and
e. On the voltage-current density characteristics of the Au-Au device, with the top n+ layer, a
signature of this tunneling resonance is observed at "10 V. This agrees well with the theoretical
electric field of 8.9 kV/cm for g-e resonance, if we consider 0.8 V Schottky voltage drop on
the top contact [13]. The significant difference in the IV curves of the two devices (as shown
in Fig. 3) is related to the absence of the top 100 nm thick n+ layer in the Cu-Cu device.
The Au-Au based laser shows a lower dynamic range in current than the Cu-Cu device, the
origin of which is still unclear [31]. One hypothesis is that the driving electrical circuit might
push the laser into the negative differential resistance (NDR) region before the electric field
reaches its design value (" 12.2 kV/cm, or " 13 V in voltage when including the voltage
drop across Schottky contact). As shown in Fig. 3, the Au-Au device stops lasing abruptly at
12.2 V, while its differential resistance from threshold to Jmax = 1450 A/cm2 remains low and
constant at 1.8-1.9 !. Following the same trend before NDR and extrapolating the voltage to
13 V, similar maximum current density (" 1600 A/cm2) as the Cu-Cu device is estimated. At
10 K, the threshold current density is 1 kA/cm2, and increases exponentially with temperature
(T0 = 39 K), as depicted in the inset to Fig. 3. This T0 value is much lower than that reported
in Refs. [4, 5].

4. Analysis of lasing frequency

The lower-left inset to Fig. 3 shows the spectra of the Cu-Cu lasing device at 8 K and 199.5
K. At 199.5 K, the laser showed a single mode emission at 3.22 THz, corresponding to Tmax "
1.28 h"/#B. At 8 K and close to maximum power, the device lases at 2.75 THz, which is closer
to the value predicted by solving the Schrödinger equation along several periods as what was
done for Fig. 2. Figure 4 shows the energy spacing between all four extended energy states
(1 to 4) and their respective oscillator strength. One can see the transitions 1#3 and 2#3
dominate over the other two around the design electric field (12.2 kV/cm). They exchange
their oscillator strength around 11.8 kV/cm, 1#3 being stronger below this electric field. The
other transitions, 1#4 and 2#4, are not very optically active, which can be explained by a
destructive quantum interference between dipole moments [34]. This interference effect is not
included in our DM model, since it only considers one dipole moment (between the two states
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Fig. 4. Energy spacing between various extended wavefunctions in the designed THz QCL.
The width of each curve at each point represents the corresponding oscillator strengths.

of the double well, zul). Below the design electric field, the gain peak frequency predicted by
the DM model (Fig. 1b) is overestimated compared to the measured lasing frequency, as the
1!4 transition is the strongest transition in the DM picture (see Fig. 8a in Ref. [17]). Instead,
the measured laser frequency is closer to the energy of 1!3 transition, which has the highest
oscillator strength below 11.8 kV/cm. From data taken from the Au-Au device, with the top n+
contact layer, one knows the lasing threshold occurs at" 11 V, which corresponds to an electric
field of 10.2 kV/cm after subtracting the extra 0.8 V due to the top Schottky contact [13]. At
this field, we read from Fig. 4 E13 # 2.4 THz, a value close to the observed laser frequency, 2.7
THz.
At high temperatures, lasing occurs at high electric fields; for instance at 180 K the peak

power occurs at 13.45 V (Fig. 3), corresponding to an electric field of "12.7 kV/cm by as-
suming the same 0.8 V Schottky barrier. At this electric field, both the 1!3 and 2!3 tran-
sitions contribute to the gain. The peak gain frequency is, therefore, increased. At 199.5 K,
the measured frequency (3.22 THz) is between the computed energy spacings at 12.7 kV/cm:
E13 # 3.71 THz and E23 # 3.02 THz, the latter transition being more intense according to the
oscillator strength picture. Considering the uncertainty in electric field due to the Schottky con-
tact, the laser frequency at high temperature agrees well with E23. This exercise of oscillator
strength calculation between levels 1 to 4 indicates that the MC approach, which uses the ex-
tended states and considers all the broadening and population inversion between levels 1 to 4,
is probably better suited to predict the laser frequency than the present simplified DM model.
Therefore to predict the laser frequency at different temperatures and biases, an MC based
approach is employed.
Figure 5a to 5f depicts the measured spectra of the Au-Au device, with the top n+ layer,

at different biases and temperatures. For all temperatures, the spectra show a consistent blue
(Stark) shift at higher biases. The highest lasing frequency is measured close to the Tmax, as
at this temperature no NDR is observed and hence high biases are achievable. The device with
the top n+ layer provides us with rather accurate voltage measurement and hence the voltage
across the active region can be estimated by considering the 0.8 V Schottky voltage drop across
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Fig. 5. Spectra of the lasing device at various current densities at 10 K (a to d), 150 K (e
and f), and 199.5 K (g), along with the comparison with the calculated gain spectra using
MC simulation. The corresponding measured current density along with the simulated bias
values are indicated within each plot, assuming 0.8 V Schottky voltage drop across the
top contact. Plots (a) to (f) show the laser spectra for the Au-Au device with the top n+
GaAs contact layer (Tmax = 180 K); plot (g) shows the laser spectra for the Cu-Cu device
(Tmax = 199.5 K). The vertical scales for all plots are the same.

the top contact [13]. The gain spectra of the device at different biases and temperatures were
recalculated using the MC approach [22], the results of which are compared with the meas-
ured spectra in Fig. 5. The MC simulation used 100 Å for the correlation length and 1.2 Å for
the mean height, in modeling the interface roughness. The mean height used in this work is
relatively low, reflecting the high growth quality of these wafers [22]. Figure 5 shows a good
agreement between the measured spectra and the peak of the gain calculated using MC sim-
ulation. At 199.5 K (Fig. 5g, the Cu-Cu device), the simulated gain is flat in the 3-3.5 THz
range, due to closely spaced 1!3 and 2!3 transitions. Therefore, the frequency position of
the peak gain becomes very sensitive to the electric field, which along with the waveguide loss
frequency dependence sets the lasing frequency at 3.22 THz. At Tmax, the MC model predicts
a peak–gain or equivalently a waveguide loss of 37.5 cm"1, a value that is consistent with a
previous measurement by cavity frequency pulling [35]. Since the employed MC model does
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not include stimulated emission, the simulated current and experimental laser IV should be
compared only when transport is dominated by the non-radiative scattering, i.e. only for high
temperatures [37]. From 180 K and above, the peak current simulated by MC is about 10-15%
smaller than experimental values. This small discrepancy could originate from the uncertainty
in interface roughness and leakage channels through high energy states that are not included in
the calculations.
By nature, the two models used in this paper are very different. The DM model takes into

account gain and transport coherence, but requires phenomenological input parameters. The
present implementation of DM should be treated with caution, as it considers only intrawell
scatterings and hence only one (intrawell) dipole moment. This shortcoming is not inherent to
DM but related to the choice of basis of the states, which has not been addressed yet. The MC
approach, on the other hand, is based on the Boltzmann equation and uncorrelated inter- and
intra-subband hopping events. It considers all known scattering processes, including e-e scatte-
ring. Similarly, MC simulations should also be treated with caution, particularly for the states
with small anticrossing (e.g. thick barriers), as it does not consider wavefunction localization in
the presence of dephasing [20, 21]. Though recognizing these important differences, this work
did not attempt to validate one model against the other. However, one has to address the im-
portance of coherent effects in THz QCLs, a topic which is highly debated [36,38] and may be
crucial for further improvement of the THz QCLs.

5. Conclusion

With a density matrix approach we have optimized the diagonality of three-well resonant-
phonon based THz QCLs in order to maximize the gain at high temperatures. This yielded
the design, growth and fabrication of several structures with rather thin tunneling barriers and
with almost perfect level alignment on both injection and extraction sides. In the optimized
structure, the population inversion was maximized at high temperatures but at the expense of
having higher current densities. From 0.25 to 0.47 diagonality, all wafers processed as standard
1-mm long Au double–metal waveguide showed maximum operating temperature above 160
K; the best structure in term of temperature performance (Tmax = 180 K) had a total 0.58 os-
cillator strength. To further increase the Tmax, the waveguide loss was reduced by employing
a Cu-Cu structure and removing the top n+ contact layer; Tmax of 199.5 K was recorded for a
3.22-THz lasing frequency. Even though the simplified density matrix model was the key tool,
providing guidelines for the gain optimization, it was not well adapted to explain the laser fre-
quency, because only one dipole moment was included in the model, restriction related to the
choice of the basis. Consequently, to illustrate the voltage dependence of laser frequency, we
used a semiclassical Monte Carlo approach.
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